Dalmau Designs Pty Ltd

LAPTOP STORAGE AND CHARGING SOLUTIONS

Verticharge™ System
With increased numbers of laptop computers being introduced into
classrooms to integrate ICT (Information Communication Technology)
in teaching & learning, new solutions are required to adequately deal
with the secure storage and charging of these laptops.
Dalmau Designs has developed the Verticharge™ System for holding and
charging laptop computers and other small ICT devices. This unique system is
comprised of a horizontal rail with 10 electrical outlets, a cable management
tray, a row of horizontal divider fingers and a sturdy bottom tray for holding
the laptops vertically.
Using this base system, a range of solutions for storing and charging laptops
has been developed.

Laptop Garage
The Laptop Garage is a free-standing storage cabinet that can store and charge up
to 30 laptop computers at a time. This secure, easy-to-use cabinet is designed to be
a “feature” piece of furniture for libraries, resource centres, administration buildings
or classrooms. The Laptop Garage comes with a thermostatically-controlled fan
tray to regulate ventilation as well as a lockable aluminium roller shutter door
for security. Three Verticharge™ systems come standard with the Laptop Garage
enabling 30 laptop computers or other small ICT devices to be stored and charged
at a time. A range of colours are available for the front panel of this unit.

Verticharge™ Wall Unit
The Verticharge™ Wall Unit is a secure, wall-mounted cabinet that can store and
charge up to 30 laptop computers at a time. This cabinet is designed to facilitate
ICT-aided learning in the classroom. It enables laptop computers to be easily
accessed when needed but also stored and secured quickly when not in use. The
unit features a sturdy steel construction, side ventilation grilles and a range of
colour options for the front door panels. Three Verticharge™ systems come standard
with the Verticharge™ Wall Unit enabling 30 laptop computers or other small ICT
devices to be stored and charged at a time.

Custom Verticharge™ Applications
The Verticharge ™ system can also be used in custom applications. The back
panel can be sized to fit into existing cabinets* in a classroom or mounted
on a wall in a secure room. The numbers of laptops able to be stored and
charged varies depending on each individual set-up. To discuss the options
available for this application, please contact Dalmau Designs.
*Minimum dimensions apply
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